
 

Gp-pro Ex 3.1 Key Code

the following functions are available, although the
sales representative may have to call the customer

care department to obtain them: function 1 –
number entry of 10 digits in upper case (a to z)

function 2 - number entry of 10 digits in lower case
(a to z) function 3 - number entry of a 10 digit

number function 4 - number entry of 10 digits in
uppercase (a to z) function 5 - number entry of 10

digits in lowercase (a to z) function 6 - number entry
of a 10 digit number function 7 - number entry of a
10 digit number with spaces. function 8 - number

entry of a 10 digit number with interspace function
9 - number entry of a 10 digit number with no
spaces function 10 - number entry of a 10 digit

number with upper/lower case. function 11 - number
entry of a 10 digit number with no spaces function
12 - number entry of an extension a file number is
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required for all transactions. file numbers start with
d00 or d00m and are assigned to operations at the
central processing unit (cpu) and are intended to

help locate file activity and assist in tracking
processing of transactions. the file number will have

the following format: the following is a list of
definitions for gp-pro 3.1.1 key code: batch code:
abs-catalog code that is used to extract business

address data, using a letter code instead of
alphanumeric. this file is not included with the

download. your mail program will be used to create
and send the email for the batch processing.
currency code: 16 digit serial number for the

national currency (cntry) of the country where this
business resides. date code: date the ein application

was processed (normally the 26th of april, every
year). entity code: 4 digit code identifying the entity
type, it indicates the basic nature of the business,

such as retail or wholesale. field code: 2 digit coded
number identifying the particular field of data

contained on the line item, which matches a key
value used on the br. logical code: 5 digit character
string for general, unexpressed information used on
some fields, which includes the reason for filing the

ein. name code: name or legal description of the
business. this can include the prepositions of the
name that preceded it. organization code: 5 digit
number identified the corporation, partnership, or
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other business organization. report code: 2 digit
coded number identifying a specific report, for
example, es-p codes the es-profit report and

similarly for other forms, such as es-expense. report
number: 3 digit report id of the form. sales code: 4
digit code identifying the form in which the data is

presented, for example, es, es-profit, or es-expense.
store code: 3 digit numeric code identifying the

place of business, for example, 13a is the address
13 avenue in a city. street code: 6 digit numeric

code identifying the street, the block, and number.
zip code: 5 digit numeric code identifying the zip
code, for example, 22010. zip code case: for the

state, the first letter. for example, ca for california,
and tx for texas.

Gp-pro Ex 3.1 Key Code

a gilti is also used when a u.s. account has been
contributed to by a foreign account holder in a

manner that is more akin to a gift than a regular
transfer. when this occurs, the gilti is based on the

formula for the transferor and is not based on the u.
income of the recipient. this method is allowed
because the income of the foreign recipient is

taxable only when the income is actually received or
actually derived from a trade or business. when a u.

account is contributed to by a foreign account
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holder in a manner that is more akin to a gift than a
regular transfer, the gilti is based on the formula for
the transferor and is not based on the u. a b-corp is
an abbreviation of a business corporation. different
types of corporations exist. a c-corp is considered

the typical form of business corporation and is taxed
as a corporation. a s-corp is taxed as a subchapter s
corporation and can be taxed as a corporation or as

a partnership. a partnership, llc, and general
partnership are common, simple forms of
partnership (often referred to as a general

partnership). a beneficiary is a person or entity
designated by a trust to receive a designated

benefit or some other benefit. in general, all income
generated by the trust is distributed to the

beneficiaries. the trustee or fiduciary of the trust is
responsible for administering the trust and

distributing the trust's assets to the beneficiaries.
the trustee or fiduciary is also responsible for paying

out specified amounts or “distributions” to the
beneficiaries. trust income taxes are levied only on

the trust's distributable net income, and
distributions are taxed as ordinary income.
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